
Created Design of circular stepped wall situated at the WEST and 
EAST side.These walls are 200' of height &90' of thickness. These 
walls consists of three steps of width 30'of each step.Top of the wall 
can be reached by four elevators situated at the corner of West and 
East side. 
Circular walls are hollow so that caves are interconnected . Design of 
circular stepped walls achieve vertical lanscape,running water falls 
from top of the walls to the excavated area. Water bodies and leisure 
pools are created on the platform of the stepped walls. Walls to be 
designed facilitating a gradual slope to either side of it for the 
construction of the steps. Pathways of steps enjoy greenary, water 
cascades and natural aesthestic. This place  also acts as a resting hub 
for the migratory birds. Standing on the top of the circular walls one 
will experience spectacular view. 

Bridges connect the three oval like structures which are 200' and 145' 
high above the river. 

Central oval structure is created for meditation and spiritual comfort 
i.e. SPIRITUAL CONFLUENCE that is acoustic proof structure. This 
area spans over 20000 sft surrounded by passage and step to have the 
surrounding view. 

Other two oval like structures which are 145' high over the river . one 
towards the EAST side is for music,  dance & orchestra i.e. MUSICAL 
CONFLUENCE which is acoustic proof structure . This area spans 
around 6500sft surrounded by passage to have the surrounding view. 

Another oval like structure which is 145' high above the river 
towards WEST side is for PLANETARIUM which acoustic proof 
structure. This area spans around 10000sft   surrounded by passage to 
have the surrounding view. 

These three oval like structures are supported on the arches fixed on 
the circular wall which is above the confluence point and St. John 
street  overlook plaza. 

Multiple activity is reflected on the ground floor of the WEST side. 
Space for AMPHITHEATER is created for community gathering , 
events Cultural central Plaza and show. Next to the Amphitheater, 



there is broad walkway adjacent to the riparian set back of LOS 
GATOS creek whoch surround wall for walking & jogging. 

Arena green WEST and EAST are connected by huge tunnel by 
excavating upto 150' deep and tunnel can be created to join EAST & 
WEST site . Tunnnel is 60' below the river (tunnel ht.is 90')so that 
tunnel will not disturb the box culvert flood controls measures. 

Excavated space will be more thrilling and adventuresfro climbling 
up,down and can be used for trekking,thermal pool,bathing spotand 
water sports.Water from rainwater harvesting and underground 
water can be used for water cascade,waterfalls and site to irrigate.Net 
zero strategy is also achievable. 

Design elements like circular wall,oval like structure (Spiritual 
confluence,music confluence and planetarium) can serve dialogue 
with history and future.Also act as catalyst for economic 
development and ecological balance. 


